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Abstract
The human mind is still an unknown process of neuroscience in many aspects. Nevertheless,
for decades the scientific community has proposed computational models that try to simulate
their parts, specific applications, or their behavior in different situations. The most complete
model in this line is undoubtedly the LIDA model, proposed by Stan Franklin [1] with the aim
of serving as a generic computational architecture for several applications. The present project is
inspired by the LIDA model to apply it to the process of movie recommendation, the model called
MIRA (Movie Intelligent Recommender Agent) presented percentages of precision similar to a
traditional model when submitted to the same assay conditions. Moreover, the proposed model
reinforced the precision indexes when submitted to tests with volunteers, proving once again its
performance as a cognitive model, when executed with small data volumes. Considering that the
proposed model achieved a similar behavior to the traditional models under conditions expected
to be similar for natural systems, it can be said that MIRA reinforces the applicability of LIDA
as a path to be followed for the study and generation of computational agents inspired by neural
behaviors.
Keywords: LIDA, Global Workspace Theory, Cognition, Brain Models, Consciousness,
Cognition Computational Model, Movie Recommender Systems.
1. Introduction
Recommender Systems (RS) are intelligent computational architectures which intermediate
user experience with database systems offering considerable types of resources through building
and giving suggestions to make the user service an efficient and practical involvement. Tradi-
tionally, these systems use mechanisms base on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
methods in order to process information and present to the user items that may interest them. An
efficient RS can generate positive results for some commercial or non-commercial organizations,
such as user increasing, sales and the improvement of the user service, where they present the
contents that suit the user profile.
The techniques and mathematical-computer models to support these ideas, such as data clus-
tering, Bayesian Statistics and Neural Networks, have been proposed for decades and as the
hardware technologies expand these models have been being applied to different challenges,
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making RS more efficient and known. A common example of tool used to support RS is convo-
lutional networks which although they have been proposed less than a decade, they are based on
well known and defined principles for over fifty years.
Perhaps the most well known applications of a RS is for the area of movie recommendation,
e-commerce and medical systems. Specifically, this last one for both patients, health profession-
als and hospitals. In the particular case of movie recommendation, a more popular system is
probably the Netflix, which currently supports more than 118 million users worldwide, but yet
still having many challenges to overcome.
On the other hand, areas such as neuroscience, psychology, philosophy from one side and
artificial intelligence and computer science by another began to develop research on cognitive
science, by decades. Inspired by the doctrine of behaviorism in the early twentieth century,
philosophy and psychology sought to understand through research the functioning of the mind
and its related processes. At the same time, neuroscience developed research focused uniquely
on biological processes. Thus, influenced by both areas, Artificial Intelligence arose with the
purpose of representing the mind processes through logical-computational rules.
However, under the new discoveries about human brain behavior, well known challenge faced
by Artificial Intelligence now has being studied through the so-called Cognitive Computational
Models. Generally speaking, they are models based on theories about consciousness, capable of
solving problems with perceptions from the external environment as input, also understood and
influenced by a range of other perceptions already known to the model.
Among all the developed models the most complete and used is the LIDA (Learning Intel-
ligent Distributed Agent), which is composed by a parallel sequence of modules that form an
architecture designed to structure high-level computational problems similar to the behavioral
structure of human mind, based only on what is known in this regard so far.
The LIDA (Learning Intelligent Distributed Agent) is a theoretical cognitive computational
model that originated the framework of the same name. This framework has implemented a
large part of the proposed modules in the theoretical model and, therefore, among all similar
architectures, as already mentioned, it is the most complete that intend to simulate the human
mind behavior, being successfully applied in considerable areas of knowledge - as in robotics
and medical analysis.
Thus, the contribution of this work is a proposal of modeling a movie recommender system
structured as a cognitive model on LIDA architecture 1.
The remainder of this paper is organized as following. Section 2 presents a bibliographic
review. Section 3 presents the concepts of consciousness. Section 4 explains what cognitive
science is. Section 5 comments about Global Workspace Theory. Section 7 presents the LIDA
model. Section 8 defines recommendation architectures. Section 9 presents the proposed model.
Section 10 shows the results and discussion and Section 11 presents the conclusions.
1The source code is avaliable at: https://github.com/VisaoComputacional/mira
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2. Related Works
In recent decades, numerous papers have discussed the concepts of consciousness, attention
and cognition [2], [3], [4], while several others have discussed and suggested that ideas born in
neuroscience and psychology can be modeled on machines. [5] and [6] address these ideas and
[7] analyzes how the concept of Artificial Intelligence can be applied to computers. [8] discusses
application of consciousness in robots and [9] shows some technological and theoretical obsta-
cles to be faced in the field of artificial consciousness. [10] discusses how consciousness-related
theories can best be understood through computational models, and [11] discusses the role of
information in making machines aware, and [12] discuss how the LIDA model can be adapted
to model rational aspects of cognitive decision making. The authors clains that the LIDA model
presented promising results on the subject, demonstrating its efficiency. In [13] presents ideas
to represent the brain both natural and artificial. And [14] approach the attention process, sug-
gesting that this phenomenon can be projected on machines. Also [15] studies consciousness
and present possible neuro-computational correlates of consciousness that have been proposed
or recognized in recent years based on cognitive architectures of biological inspiration. They
also suggest that the study of computational correlates of consciousness will lead to a better
understanding of this biological phenomenon.
Parallel to the neuroscience and psychology discoveries, various theoretical models emerged.
[16] propose a computational theory of consciousness to models visual perception. [17] presents
an awareness model based on known architectures that implanted the GWT (Global Workspace
Theory) partially in neural models, in which it presents an understanding of the GWT and its rela-
tion with neurology, having as a disadvantage its complexity. Nonetheless, there have been good
results in the progress of the GWT studies with neurology. [18] points to advanced computational
models as a pathway for future research in understanding consciousness. [19] describe a hybrid
cognitive architecture based on neural networks aimed at achieving characteristics analogous to
some brain functions. The article introduces the concept of Global Workspace Theory (GWT),
as well as [20], for practical computational predictions. The LIDA algorithm has a GWT-based
implementation, demonstrating this in human activities. [21] argues that the proposed conscious-
ness model is conceptually simple and testable, and [22] proposes a top-down model involving
associative temporal memory, where both consciousness and attention are independent functions.
[23] propose a model of consciousness that represents a multi-agent system capable of evolving,
generating data and actions in the environment.
Considering the discoveries in neuroscience and psychology, in addition to the theoretical
models proposed, some computational models have arisen based on these theories. [24] presents
the cognitive model CLARION (Connectionist Learning with Adaptive Rule Induction Online)
also tested by [25], while [26] and [27] describe the architecture of the Intelligent Distribution
Agent, the so-called IDA. Other articles that propose new models are [28], [29], [30], which later
gave rise to LIDA [31], [1], which is presented as a functional model of a conscious machine in
its theoretical foundation. The authors describe LIDA as a GWT-based model, its architecture,
its memory modules, and its work cycles. In the end, the authors claim that the model presents
relevant characteristics of consciousness, but it needs to be improved in order to obtain more
cognitive characteristics. Until the publication of this article, the LIDA model had not been
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applied in any specific area. Also, implementations of cognitive models are proposed in [32],
[33], [34], [35], [36], [37] and [38].
Finally, articles reviewing the area of computational models for cognition can be read in [39],
[40], [41], [42] and [43], where one can read a better evolution from the point view of neural,
computational and applications.
3. Consciousness
Consciousness is a intrinsically hard subject. It does not have a certain definition of what
is about, but over the years, different definitions were showed, contributing to deeply studies
that exceeded philosophy and are applied in manifold areas of science. The Consciousness has
many different means, for this, a lot of studies focus in portions of consciousness to resolutions
of problems. For example, Baars [44] with The Global Workspace Theory (GWT), proposes
that consciousness is the brain gateway. The GWT suggests that consciousness allows different
networks to cooperate in solving problems, like specifies items from immediately memory.
3.1. Functional Consciousness
Functional consciousness has an important role as a perceptual filter, which allows the agent
just concentrated in more relevant information. Thus, help in action selection, allowing agent
gather resources, in order to choose what to do in sequence and solve problems in an efficient
way [30].
3.2. Phenomenal Consciousness
Phenomenal Consciousness refers to subjective sensation of conscious experience [24]. The
knowledge of color or sound is an inexplicable experience, for example, it is not possible to
explain to a person who has no vision from birth what is the purple color, for phenomenal con-
sciousness is impossible to be transmitted in words but must be experienced to be understood
[30].
3.3. Artificial Consciousness
Machine consciousness or artificial consciousness is inspired in philosophy, psychology and
neuroscience, as well as share many of the goals of artificial intelligence. Thus, is not a unified
field with set of objectives clearly defined. Currently, researchers in different areas work in
distinct aspects of problem, what difficult oftentimes comprehension of how everything works
[41]. One of many possible definitions can be found in [11]: ”A machine is conscious if beyond
necessary mechanisms to perception, action, learning and associative memory, it has an executive
central which controls all machine processes (conscious and unconscious).
4. Cognitive Science
Cognitive Science [45] is a study object of different areas, between them computer science.
Cognition is the information processing through senses to obtain knowledge, and the purpose of
the study of cognitive science is to understand the functioning of the human mind.
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The main type of approach of this article is symbolic, which consists in the cognition being
able to be represented by formulas and mathematical modulations, thus, can be replicated in
computational models.
5. Attention
Attention is a strongly concept related to consciousness, [46] speculates that consciousness
has a biological arisement as from attention, being this concept used every day frequently as
mental concentration about something specific. However, to neuroscience [46, 47] attention is
the information selection cognitive process. The informations are processed by a competition to
select which of these will be deeply performed, being the competition known as ”biased compe-
tition”. The involved signals in this competition can be influenced by top-down and bottom-up
stimuli, once the stimulus be attended this one wins the competition. Nevertheless, the attention
is a state in constant change that occurs sometimes of a visual representation win the competition
of moment.
6. Global Workspace Theory
The Global Workspace Theory (GWT) is a cognitive architecture model, proposed by Baars
in [48], with the goal to explain conscious and unconscious process that occurs in brain. The
theory suggests that consciousness can be related to ”limited capability of brain”; in other words,
immediately memory and selective capability of attention, since this limited capability comes
from a slight impression where the brain is a slow organ which executes tasks sequentially.
However, when it is actually studied, in fact, that the brain is an organ with a neural networks
complex set, working in parallel with each network having its own cognitive specialty. GWT
considers consciousness as global access or the act of transmission between cognitive process
and memories. It can be compared with an old artificial intelligence concept on which it was
based, the ”blackboard”. This concept is a common basis for different specific processes.
The functioning of this theory can be exemplified by the theater metaphor of consciousness
or mind, seen in Figure 2, in which the theater is dark and unconscious. Consciousness is taken
as bright spots on stage, guided by a spotlight of attention in an executive leadership. Attention
spotlight is the guide to consciousness, both voluntarily and spontaneously. Therefore, only
events that are in this luminous area are strictly conscious, and there is a competition between
the thoughts, sensations or images, in order to reach the stage and the luminous part. Such that,
the winner of this competition becomes conscious. In backstage of theater are contexts that are
often unconscious and strongly influence conscious processes, shaping the conscious events. The
director works invisibly behind the scenes, being the one who makes the decisions based on goal.
Finally, we have the public, in which consciousness is a gateway to a vast area of unconscious
cognitive processes, such as long-term memory, language, interpreters and automatisms.
7. LIDA Architecture
The Learning IDA (LIDA) is a computational cognitive model presented by Stan Franklin
in [1], taken demonstrated as an evolution of the IDA model, where three types of learning
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Figure 1: Global Workspace diagram
Figure 2: Source: [48, 49].
were added: perceptual, episodic and procedural. The LIDA cognitive model is conceptual and
partly computational, as well it is divided into modules that has the purpose of perceiving the
environment and acting according to its own schedule. These modules working together form a
cognitive atom, where different high-level cognitive processes are performed. However, in order
to be able to act in an environment, many cognitive processes are necessary and, for this, the
cognitive atoms are processed continuously in the LIDA’s Cognitive Cycle.
The LIDA Cognitive Cycle is a cycle that allows frequent sampling and responses. For
this to be possible it is divided into three phases: the perception and understanding phase, the
attention phase and the action phase (Figure 4). The first phase uses external data to understand
the current situation, the second phase filters content according to its degree of relevance and
propagates globally, and the third phase selects an appropriate response, executes that response
and learns into a memory systems. Each of these phases is divided into processes that work in
parallel, with the exception of the process of awareness and action selection.
The Perception and Understanding phase starts from external and internal stimuli sent to
Sensory Memory (Figure 6). The resulting content generates perception by passing through
the Perceptual Associative Memory (Figure 6) and is made available in the Current Situational
Model (Figure 6). The Current Situational Model (Figure 6) is updated by feeding Perceptual
Associative Memory (Figure 6), Spatial Memory (Figure 6), Transient Episodic Memory (Figure
6), and Declarative Memory (Figure 6). Likewise, updates in Workspace (Figure 6) are done by
Structure Building Contents (Figure 6) using data from the Current Situational Model (Figure
6) and Conscious Contents Queue (Figure 6), generating what is called preconscious state in the
agent.
During the attention phase, the Attention Codelets (Figure 6) evaluate the Current Situational
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the cognitive cycle of the LIDA model
Figure 4: Source: [1].
Model (Figure 6) in search of selecting content to be brought to consciousness. When it find such
content, an alliance is created to compete for access to consciousness and the winning alliance
will have its content propagated globally.
In the action and learning phase most of the LIDA modules select contents of the process
of consciousness that are appropriate to their learning, select behaviors stored in Procedural
Memory (Figure 6) that accurately respond to input stimuli and then the module Action Selection
(Figure 6) will select a behavior to be sent to the Sensory Motor Plan (Figure 6). It creates or
selects a suitable motor plane to execute. Finishing the LIDA cognitive cycle.
8. Recommender Systems
The recommender systems field emerged in 1990s and since then evolved as the computeri-
zation of sectors such as e-commerce, social networks and multimedia become more present in
daily lives of users of these services.
Commercial and scientific developments of recommender systems have brought advantages
for the growth of organizations, data analysis, and decision making, resulting in appropriate
suggestions of items to their users’ profile, online sales growth, content organization, among
other advances [50].
The main techniques described in [51] research are:
1. Content-based Filtering: the suggested recommendations are according to items that
were of interest to the user in the past.
2. Collaborative Filtering: relates suggestions for a given user based on users that contain
similar profiles.
3. Community-based: uses as reference to make proposals the profile of friends and people
linked to the user.
4. Hybrid recommender systems: consists of merging two or more recommendation tech-
niques.
9. Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology for a recommender movie system agent implementation is tightly
inspired in LIDA model, so-called MIRA (Movie Intelligent Recommender Agent). The MIRA
model is composed of nine modules, with short and long term memories, as Figure 7 illustrates.
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Figure 5: LIDA’s cognitive cycle
Figure 6: Source: [1].
In general, the cognitive cycle of the proposed model of this work, recognizes input data
(Bloc A and B) in Figure 7, process movie data (Bloc C, D and E) in Figure 7, mounts the
processed information based on attention concepts (Bloc F and G) in Figure 7 to be resend to the
external environment (Bloc H and I) in Figure 7.
The MIRA cognitive model is based of the following twelve linear steps.
9.1. Stimulus Identification
Firstly, the Internal and External Environment constantly observes the users actions in the
system. These information is sent to Sensory Memory in stimulus means. In the MIRA modeling,
the stimulus is the user identification, an integer number called userID.
9.2. UserID Sending
The Sensory Memory modules captures the user number identification and send it to the
Perceptual Associative Memory (PAM) module.
9.3. User Data Request
The PAM module requests for the userID data to Declarative Memory, which stores all the
movies related to the users in its database.
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Figure 7: MIRA Model
9.4. User Data Sending
The Declarative Memory searchs for the userID data and reply the PAM request with the user
content.
9.5. User Data Routing
The PAM receives the answer of Declarative Memory module in dataframe structure and
forwards to Workspace, which masters the building of the structures before the attention methods.
9.6. Similar Users Request
When the user data comes to Workspace, the module makes a request for Declarative Memory
to search for N similar users in relation to userID.
9.7. Similar Users Sending
The Declarative Memory applies the cosine similarity technique to find similar users. With
this information, the module also formats all similar users data - as watched movies, ratings and
genres - and sends back to Workspace.
9.8. Histogram Generation
The users information sent by Declarative Memory are used by Workspace, which generates
a histogram of all movies listed from similar users watched movies. The histogram is generated
splitting every kind of genre from genres list and assign to a binary value, where 1 indicates
that the genre is present, and 0 that the genre does not exist in the movie. With these values
combination, the K-Means algorithm is used to identify which cluster every movie belongs.
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9.9. Cluster Identification
In this step, the Attention Codelets receives user historical data and recognize which movie
cluster the user more likely to watch, with the application of K-Means technique. With the
histogram generated in previously step, the Attention Codelets captures only the movies with the
same cluster of the userID.
9.10. Movie Competition
The competition phase starts when Attention Codelets sends to Global Workspace module
the movies with the user cluster based on similar users data. The average rating of every movie
is computed, and the movies with the highest values wins the competition.
9.11. Movie Preparation
After the competition of movies, the winners are sent to Procedural Memory module, which
prepares the movies that are going to be recommended and assign a title to the selected cluster.
9.12. Recommendation Commit
The list of movie recommendations is ready and prepared for the user. The final step consists
in showing the movies to the user, ranked from the highest rating value to the lower.
10. Results and Discussion
The cognitive model MIRA in this section was aimed to several experiments and comparisons
with a traditional recommender model.
10.1. Clusters and similar user numbers
The first experiment was dedicated to defining the best combination among clusters in K-
Means algorithm, used mainly in Workspace to determine best cluster to main user, and similar
user numbers, used in declarative memory to be defined how many users will be considers re-
sembling to the main user. Where K is the number of clusters, was generated in experiment: k
= 5, k = 6, k = 7, k = 8, k = 9 and k = 10. Just as they were generated 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50
similar users to the main user to run the experiment.
It was selected 10 main users to execute this experiment, for each user being executed a
different combination, for example, to user 1 each clusters number defined above to different
similar user numbers were tested. The same was applied to other users. For all users 40 movies
were recommended, every result was analyzed to define what combination between K and similar
user numbers is correctly recommending the movies for a given user.
The results validation was realized considering user rating to certain movies, using movielens
1 MM database. The 6 genres most rated with a bigger or equal to 4 rating, it will be considering
user preferred genres. For this reason, the 40 movies recommended by the system, for every
combination between K and similar user numbers, are considered correct if they belong to one
of these 6 genres, else are considered incorrect. The precision index is then calculated using the
total number of films that are correctly recommended by the number of recommended films.
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It was observed in this experiment that MIRA works better when K number is equal to 8,
regardless of similar user numbers, because it presents higher precision index, when we look at
similar user numbers that best recommend with K equal to 8, we conclude that comparing 10
similar users to the main user, MIRA stay more precise. Table 1 shows the precision numbers.
Cluster 7 8
10 24% 26%
20 19% 23%
30 22% 23%
Table 1: Table with the mean precision percentages of clusters 7 and 8 for 10, 20 and 30 similar users
10.2. MIRA vs TRADITIONAL
Aiming to generate an intelligent agent based on LIDA model applied in recommender sys-
tems of movies, this experiment intends to demonstrate that proposed model MIRA meets similar
expectations of a traditional models. So, it was used a model implemented in [52, 53] which con-
sists in a predictive movie assessment system.
MIRA model was executed with K equal to 8, where K is the number of clusters, and 10
similar users to main user like previously established, for presents best perform as to precision
in your results.
The comparison metric between models was the same of section before, which was replicated
on traditional model. Thus, it can be seen in the graphs that presents the precision results for each
model in Figures 8-(a) and 8-(b), their precision behaviour compared to the 10 users analyzed.
It is possible to observe average precision percentage of MIRA model with 26% (Figure 8-(b)),
which is very close to the percentage presented by traditional model with a 28% average precision
(Figure 8-(a)). Among these results, the MIRA model establishes what may be a possible solution
to the traditional models of recommendation.
10.3. MIRA evaluated by users
In order to reinforce that proposed cognitive model in this article are in fact a viable solution
to movies recommendation, the experiment below uses movie ratings of three volunteers to the
movies they already watched and after defines satisfaction rate regarding to proposed recommen-
dations by MIRA model.
To carry out the experiment, it was requested to each volunteer to rate every movie ever then
watched them, in a database with 1642 movies. Then, the records of these evaluations were
inserted into the model database, to generate recommendations for each volunteer. From the
recommendations obtained for each user, hit rates are shown in Table 2.
It was possible to observe that in this test, the average precision (31,4%) is greater than the
precision of MIRA model in Section test 10.2, which represents a precision gain of 6,4%. That
is, when the user evaluates the movies recommended by MIRA, he is much more satisfied with
the recommendation than when we only analyze what has already been evaluated by him. The
cluster selected by MIRA model was appropriate according to the users who participated in this
experimental phase; that is, the categories of movies were of the profile of the users.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: (a): Precision analyze graph of traditional model per user with precision average = 28%. (b): Precision
analyze graph of MIRA model per user with precision average = 26%
Experiment Precision (%)
Volunteer (A) 30 %
Volunteer (B) 48 %
Volunteer (C) 20 %
Average 32,7 %
Table 2: Precision among users who evaluated MIRA’s recommendations based on their watched movies
11. Conclusions
The proposed work in this article had as goal to generate a movie recommendation agent
inspired by cognitive architecture of LIDA, describe in Section 7. Based on cognitive modeling
of LIDA, MIRA was adapted attributing tasks to generate movie recommendation, according to
long and short-term memory functionalities.
For this purpose, the MIRA model was separately implemented for each memory, that was
presented in Figure 7, using techniques describes in Section 9, developing information flow
between modules sequentially.
Thus, the approach of a recommender system modeling through a cognitive architecture can
be considered practicable to this application to represents balanced results according to estab-
lished metrics and results obtained in Section 10.
However, it can be stated that the proposed cognitive model MIRA, being the first cognitive
model proposed in literature to movie recommendation task, is closer to a real cognitive behavior
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than the traditional model. Thus, assuming its great architecture variabilities, it is possible in the
future, when a neural system behavior would be reported, artificial cognitive models like MIRA,
can become great alternatives both to better understand neural models and to simulate these
models.
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